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3DView is a powerful software tool for displaying 3D volume data. It is one of the best
tools to be used on 3D data. It can be used to display 2D slices or 3D data from 2D slices,
for example from MRI, CT or other scans. It can be used to display a 3D reconstruction of
an image, for example of a brain or a heart. It can also be used to display the content of a
database. 3DView can display volume data stored in a file, for example from CT or MRI

scans. It can also display volume data extracted from another application, for example
DICOM or other formats. It can display volume data created by a viewer application (from

a dicom volume for example), or directly saved in 3D volume format by a viewer
application (or directly saved in 3D volume format by a viewer application). 3DView

provides the following features: Display - Read volume data stored in files - Read volume
data from a database - Extract volume data from another application - Display volume data

extracted from another application - Export volume data from a viewer application -
Display volume data from a database - Display volume data created by a viewer application
- Display volume data saved in 3D volume format - Display volume data saved in VRML
format - Display volume data saved in OBJ format - Display volume data saved in STL
format - Display volume data saved in VRML/S format - Display volume data saved in
VRML3 format - Display volume data saved in OBJ/PLY format - Display volume data
saved in PLY format - Display volume data saved in STL format - Display volume data

saved in DGN/VPL format - Display volume data saved in PCT format - Display volume
data saved in PBO format - Display volume data saved in XYZ format - Display volume

data from a database - Display volume data from a 3D viewer application - Display volume
data from a 3D viewer application - Display volume data from another application
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3DView is a simple, easy to use software designed to offer you a volume rendering
application. It's not only simple, but it's also very fast and has a very good quality rendering.
The rendering can be done by the software in a window or as a full screen application,
according to your preferences. 3DView is very easy to use, it's just 3 steps to render your
3D data: 1. Register your license key. 2. Load 3D View and start rendering. 3. Stop
rendering and save the output files in a directory of your choice. 3DView features: + Help
files and tips for the use of 3DView. + Options for the rendering resolution and the quality
of the output. + Usage of texturing 2D or 3D. + Number of output images: 1 or 2, or 3 or 4.
+ The possibility to render a live video. + Realtime rendering using a fast GPGPU
technology. + Vectorize or normalize the point cloud in a custom resolution. + Preview the
generated output. + Save in BMP, TIF, or JPG format. + Optional user GUI with rendering
and help facilities. + User friendly interface,

What's New In?

Volume rendering is a technique that allows for the depiction of a 3-dimensional object on
a two dimensional image. For example, doctors can see the inside of the human body in real
time. The difference between 2D and 3D rendering is that in 3D rendering, it is possible to
select the viewpoint of the observer. For example, if a 3D image is viewed from the side,
the observer can see only half the object. This kind of volumetric data, for example MRI
scans, are not displayed on a screen but need a virtual volume, displayed as the volume
renders from different angles. This is the task of the volume rendering software.
Originality: The originality of 3DView is that the user does not have to know how to use
volumetric rendering software in order to use it. The software is made as easy as possible
for the user so that they will have a volume rendering application that is both fast and easy
to use. Educational value: 3DView uses simple interface so that it is possible for the user to
learn at their own pace. Furthermore, 3DView has been written with pedagogical values so
that it is possible to work with interactive objects and volumes to aid learning of the
subject. Contributions: 3DView has not been developed in a vacuum and the authors of the
software acknowledge other projects they have used for inspiration. References: The
following resources have been used as the inspiration and or reference for 3DView:
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System Requirements For 3DView:

Requires a modern computer with 4GB of RAM and 30GB of free hard drive space. Note
that the Steam client and the Steamworks SDK are required to install SteamVR on Mac.
Requires OS X 10.8 (Mountain Lion), OS X 10.9 (Mavericks), or OS X 10.10 (Yosemite).
Important: If you have installed macOS High Sierra, make sure your machine meets the
requirements for installing the High Sierra system software (included with the download).
Installation Instructions: Download the SteamVR
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